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BY JOE KRUTSINGER

Not all trading 

strategies work all 

of the time. One way 

to decide which strategy

to use is to paper trade

them all and choose

those that show the

most promise based on 

their equity curves.

TRADING Strategies

B e honest. Do you believe enough in your current
trading strategy that you’d stick to it come rain or
come shine? Say you have four or five losers in a
row — will you continue to trade exactly the same

way as before, or will you start bending your rules or perhaps
even discard the particular approach completely?

The truth is that most traders abandon a strategy after three
or four consecutive losing trades, thinking it no longer works.
In reality though, no approach will work well all the time. A
trend-following strategy simply will not work in a choppy
market, just as a top- and bottom-picking strategy is very
unlikely to work in a trending market. It isn’t the strategy’s
fault the market isn’t behaving in a way most suitable to its

underlying logic.
The questions you need to ask yourself are “When should I

stop trading — or re-optimize — a strategy that obviously is
not in tune with current market conditions?” and “How do I
know when to start trading the same strategy again?” Alterna-
tively, if you trade the same markets using several strategies,
how do you know which strategies currently are the best to
use?

Another side of the same dilemma occurs when you dig up
that age-old strategy you once abandoned because it didn’t
seem to be working, only to discover several years later that it
would have worked like a charm had you just been patient
enough and given it some time. But there are tools that can

B



help you determine
when a trading
a p p roach is in sync
with the market and
when you’d be better
off not trading it. 

A trader who lost more
than $1 million trading
pork belly futures was
asked why he kept on
trading the same strat-
egy in the same market
despite the obvious
fact it wasn’t working.
His response: “This is
the only thing I know
how to do.” The trader
truly believed that he
had just been a little
unlucky lately and that
the only way to come
back was to continue
trading pork bellies
using the same strate-
gy he always had, until
his luck turned around
once again.

It never occurred to the pork belly trader that it doesn’t mat-
ter which markets he trades or what strategy he uses, as long
as he makes money. He should have cut his losses by changing
either the market he was trading, his strategy, or both, and not
fall back on the original market-strategy combination until the
elements showed some solid proof of being in sync with each
other again.

To avoid making the same mistake as the pork belly trader,
you need to use a filter technique that will monitor your strat-
egy’s performance from the inside, so to speak, and tell you
when to trade or not trade a particular model on a particular
market.

The JoeKrut Diff (JKD) and JoeKrut Measure (JKM) indica-
tors are tools that enable you to monitor (but not trade) a sys-
tem during its drawdown periods so that you can begin to
trade it as soon as it shows signs of starting to perform well
again. Paired together with any type of trading strategy, these
two indicators can increase overall performance and strength-
en your bottom line. 

The JKM indicator is a 30-day moving average of your strat-
egy’s equity curve. The idea is to only trade a strategy when
the continuously paper-traded JKM is rising. For easier and

quicker interpretations, the JKD indicator measures the differ-
ence  in the JKM indicator from one day to the next. When the
JKD is negative, the JKM is declining and, consequently, the
strategy should not be traded in real-time.

To illustrate how these tools work, we’ll show how a trading
system called JK-Call Buyer performs with and without them.
The strategy we’ll look at has been tested over the full history
of the NYSE futures, S&P 500 futures and the E-Mini futures
with no changes made to the rules or the logic. So far, it has
been more than 75 percent correct in all three markets.

The strategy works on end-of-day data and gives all trade
signals as market orders the night prior to execution. Here it’s
illustrated with the S&P500 futures, but it can be used on indi-
vidual stocks as well as at-the-money call options. The strate-
gy exits all trades after 10 days regardless of any other factors.
The rules are as follows:

When you have no current position, enter long tomorrow at
the market if: 

• today’s five-day relative strength index (RSI) is greater
than yesterday’s five-day RSI; 
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Source: TradeStation, Unfair Advantage

The trade results of a short-term oscillator-based strategy that uses a bar-by-bar comparison
to pinpoint the exact entry points.

FIGURE 1   A SHORT-TERM SYSTEM

S&P 500, daily



• today’s close is below the close of five days ago; and 
• today’s close is less than or equal to the average of the last

five days’ closes.

Exit tomorrow at the market if:
• today’s close is higher than the average of the last five

days’ closes, or
• you have been in the trade 10 days.

For those of you who use Omega Research’s TradeStation,
the EasyLanguage code is:

Condition1=RSI(C, 5) > RSI(C, 5)[1];

If MarketPosition <> 1 and C < C[5] and C <= Average(C, 5) 
and Condition Then 

Buy (“Buy Calls”) tomorrow at Market;

If MarketPosition = 1 and BarsSinceEntry >= (10) Then
ExitLong (“Exit Calls Time”) at Market;

If MarketPosition = 1 and C > Average(C, 5) Then
ExitLong (“Exit Calls Price”) at Market;

Figure 1 (opposite page) shows the trade signals generated
by applying this strategy on the S&P 500 futures from April
1999 through June 2000. Table 1 (below) shows the strategy’s
performance statistics. 

As you can see, there wasn’t much of a trend during this
time period — a long-term trend-following strategy likely
would have lost money. However, the strategy had more than
70 percent profitable trades for a total profit of more than

$75,000 and a maximum of two losing
trades in a row.

But this strategy, like any other, will
under-perform from time to time. The
next step is to see how the JKM and JKD
indicators can improve the performance
of this basic system.

By applying the JKD and JKM filters
described earlier, you can avoid trading
the strategy when it is out of sync with
the current market action.

Figure 2 (p. 64) shows the same strate-
gy and market as Figure 1, but with the
addition of the JKM indicator (the green
line in the middle of the chart) and the
JKD indicator (the red line at the bottom
of the chart). Without changing the rules
of the system, do this: When the green
line in the middle chart is rising, trade
the strategy; when the green line is
falling, exit all real-time trades but con-
tinue to paper trade the strategy and
track the hypothetical equity curve until
it starts to move back up again, at which
point you resume the real-time trading. 

For easier interpretation, you can look
at the red line in the bottom chart, which
will move into negative territory as soon
as your strategy starts to under-perform
and the JKM indicator starts to sink. In
the case of this strategy, you can see that
over the last two and a half years there
have been three major drawdown peri-
ods — one that started immediately at
inception of this test period, another that
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Total net profit $75,550.00 Open position P/L $0.00
Gross profit $96,237.50 Gross loss ($20,687.50)

Total number of trades 24 Percent profitable 70.83%
Number of Number of 
winning trades 17 losing trades 7

Largest Largest
winning trade $16,925.00 losing trade ($6,137.50)
Average Average
winning trade $5,661.03 losing trade ($2,955.36)
Ratio average Average trade
win/average loss 1.92 (win and loss) $3,147.92

Maximum Maximum
consecutive winners 7 consecutive losers 2
Average number Average number 
bars in winners 2 bars in losers 3

Maximum intraday
drawdown ($20,575.00)
Profit factor 4.65 Maximum number 

contracts held 1

TABLE 1   PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

The number of trades in this example aren’t enough to come to any solid
conclusions, but the relatively high number of profitable trades and the
high profit factor should warrant some further testing.



started when the equity
had reached a total of
$17,560 and a third that
started when the total
equity was $42,145.

The number at the
bottom of each equity
trough shows at what
hypothetical equity
level you would have
resumed your real-time
trading. Avoiding these
t h ree equity tro u g h s
would have improved
your equity by  $10,161.
That is, instead of mak-
ing $75,550 you would
have made $85,711 ,
while, in this case,
shortening many of the
losing trade sequences
to one trade only.
A d m i t t e d l y, the time
period covered and
number of trades gen-
erated are not enough
to generate statistically significant results, but the simplicity of
the strategy should work as an insurance against it breaking
apart when applied to future, unseen data.

If you’re using several different strategies on the exact same

market and the exact same timeframe, you could simply look
at the JKD indicator for each  strategy and trade the one that
has the highest value, which should be the one where the mar-
ket and the strategy are the most in tune with each other.
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Tracking the equity of your trading strategies will alert you to how they are holding up in the
current market environment.

FIGURE 2   TRACKING EQUITY

S&P 500, daily


